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African Absence
THE ABSURDITIES OF THE, RHODESIAN SITUATION have been compleely hdden
by the mountain of newsmaking involved in Messrs. Smith and Wilson's
unsuccessful attempts to do a deal over Rhodesian independence. in London.
Press, radio and television have all played it to the hilt, this high drama of the
colonial rulers suing for independence from the Mother country.

What was it 'really all about? Was' S!I1ith'smission, and all his',apparent
brinkmanship about a negotiated independence, to keep his electoral support
at home - simply the .carrying out of 'electoral promises based on pride and
chauvinism? Was it to fo~stal1 tr9uble ,:with Britain when: ~odesian apartheid
measures are brought closer in line "with the Republic's, by knocking out the
British lion's remaining few imperial teeth in .adv4.nce?

There must have been, some, reason for what was, as everyone know~, a
totally needle~s operation, in' terms 'of: White Rhodesia's ability to do· what it
wants politicaJly. It was' surprising that iio one' noticed that the fuss about
Rhodesia's appointment of her own representative 'in- })ortugal was part of the
same ·game. "Por reasons best known'to .the' Rhodesian government;: a break
with Britain had to be engineered. This Smith pulled off with great success,
even managing' te, ..appea~ t)le. injured party to 'many "in the, West..

The greatest ~absurdity of all lay' in' the nature of' the two negotiating
parties: .Smith the anti-African' Settler, WJlson' the prime minister- of a
country that: forty years ago virtually s~lid good-bye to control over R;hodesia.
'Where, . history will a'sk, astonished at the' setting, scenario and dramatis
personae <;>f the play, we,re. the representatives of the people of the country?
Where, 'since ,these latter were either held prisoner by Smith or by their own
quarrels; were the representatives of their African brother states? More mterest

.and ,concern a,ppeared to have been shown by Canada, and the United States
than by Africa.. The Ghanaian High Commissioner .called at 10 Downing
Street, Sir Albert Margai wrote a letter and President Nyerere repeated his
threat of leaving the Commonwealth. But the Organisation for African Unity
was scarcely in the picture.

THERE WAS INDEED A GOOD REASON for the absence of any African interven
tion at this crucial stage in the history of Zimbabwe. The· bumpy road to
African uni'ty, from Accra-1958 to Addis Ababa-1963 had not yet led up from
the trough that was the OAU's failure over the Congo crisis in 1964, sufficiently
for ~imbabwe's brother nations to act in concert 'when this new development in
the Southern African problem needed them.

Doubtless joint action was discussed and rejected, perhaps because its
emptiness could have fatally weakened Africa's prestige. Africa's enemies are
settled all too firmly in the southern' end of the continent - South West
Africa, Bechuanaland, Basutoland, Swaziland, and the Republic of South
Africa are virtually all under white South African domination, though the High
Commission Territories have a nominal political independence; Mozambique
and Angola are under Portugal, and Zimbabwe is in the hands of Rhodes' heirs,
who took it by rape and whos'e contempt for its African .people almost
outdoes that of their white South African neighbours. Just as the OAU was
unable to play an effective role in the Congo, so does it appear merely a paper
organisation when faced with the combined power of Verwoerd, Salazar and
Smith-a power that exists in trained fighting men, modem weapons, aircraft,
and ships. What is there today to answer the old imperial certainty that" We
have the Maxim gun and they have not"? If to its present moral and political
armoury the OAD can add a joint military command, Southern Africa will
have united against it a force that will enable it to deal with Southern Africa
as a whole, in a way that its enemies are already doing. It ~ill also take the
humiliating absurdity out of the present situation in which the fate of African
territory and 5 million of its people is decided by a reluctant former colonial
power and a group of anti-African white settlers with Aftica itself scarcely
appearing even as an interested party. Only with a united force' can the unity
of Southern Africans white supremacists be met. Only by 'seeing Southern
Africa as a single problem can its solution be found by those who wish to save
its people from bondage both of mind and of body. e


